1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) produces micrometer-scale tomographic images of both the anterior and posterior segments of the human eye \[[@r1]\]. Earlier studies showed the impact of OCT imaging during surgery or for examination of patients under anesthesia using handheld systems separate from the operating microscope for imaging \[[@r2], [@r3]\]. Recently, research groups and commercial entities have integrated OCT systems into surgical operating microscopes to provide direct visualization of ophthalmic surgery in real-time \[[@r4]--[@r16]\]. Early versions of microscope integrated OCT (MICOT) systems were restricted to real-time two-dimensional imaging \[[@r4], [@r6], [@r7], [@r9], [@r14]--[@r16]\], but research prototype systems can now acquire, process, and render three-dimensional OCT data in real-time \[[@r12], [@r17]--[@r23]\]. Surgeons are able to view the OCT images in their operating microscopes via heads up displays (HUDs) \[[@r10], [@r11], [@r14]--[@r16], [@r24]\]. MIOCT has demonstrated its utility for both visualizing ophthalmic surgical procedures and enhancing surgeon performance in *ex vivo* depth-based tasks \[[@r4], [@r12], [@r25]--[@r32]\].

Deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty (DALK) is a type of corneal transplant where the corneal stroma and epithelium are replaced, and the host Descemet's membrane (DM) and endothelium remain. This procedure differs from penetrating keratoplasty (PKP) wherein the entire cornea, including the DM and endothelium, is replaced. DALK has a lower chance of graft rejection (the antigenic endothelium is not transplanted), increased predicted graft survival \[[@r33]\], and fewer post-operative complications \[[@r34]\], with no significant difference in visual acuity \[[@r33],[@r34]\] compared to PKP.

One of the more common techniques for performing DALK is the "big bubble" technique \[[@r35]\]. In this method, the surgeon inserts a hypodermic needle into the corneal stroma and advances the needle, following the curvature of the cornea, to the apex. At the apex, the surgeon injects an air bubble, which ideally separates DM from the stroma. The surgeon can then easily resect the epithelium and stroma without harming the endothelium.

The main drawback of big bubble DALK is that positioning the needle and injecting the air bubble are both extremely difficult. Inserting the needle too superficially prevents the bubble from separating the proper deeper layers. Inserting the needle too deeply increases the risk of perforating DM, in which case the surgeon usually must revert to PKP. As such, failure rates for separating stroma from DM range between 44% to 54% \[[@r33], [@r36], [@r37]\].

In a prior study, MIOCT was used to monitor the penetration depth of the needle in *ex vivo* big bubble DALK trials. That study determined the success of big bubble formation was highly dependent on the final needle penetration depth as a percentage of corneal thickness \[[@r38]\]. However, in that study needle depth was determined via manual segmentation of MIOCT data after the procedure. The purpose of this work is to automate needle depth estimation and provide real-time information about needle progress to the surgeon during the procedure. We present methods for segmenting two corneal surfaces and tracking a needle's location in real-time for use in guiding big bubble DALK.

1.1. Related work {#sec1-1}
-----------------

Many methods for both corneal and retinal segmentation exist in the literature \[[@r39]--[@r54]\], and some are capable of processing images in real-time (i.e. keeping up with a data acquisition rate of at least several frames per second) \[[@r49], [@r50]\]. The segmentation method presented in this work is most closely related to the graph theory approach used by LaRocca *et al*. \[[@r43]\], but differs in that we acquire images over a larger field of view and use a swept-source laser based MIOCT system. Furthermore, we integrate the segmentation code into our acquisition software, impose a real-time processing constraint, and address the problem of the needle and its OCT "shadow" corrupting the segmentation.

One benefit of intrasurgical OCT is that the surgeon can observe dynamic tissue-tool interactions. However, this is only possible if the tool is visible in the OCT image/volume. For two-dimensional OCT, this requires the surgeon or an operator to manually track the tool with the OCT B-scan location \[[@r55]\]. In three-dimensional OCT, the surgeon or operator needs to determine which B-scan(s) within the volume contain the tool. To address this problem, several automated tool tracking solutions have been proposed in the literature. El-Haddad *et. al* tracked the lateral position of the tool by placing fiducial markers on the base of the tool and using a stereo camera pair to track the tool tip \[[@r56]\]. Viehland *et. al* performed tool tracking in intrasurgical OCT with software using multiple volumetric renderings, but assumed little to no contact between the tissue and tool \[[@r57]\]. Zhou *et al*. developed two methods, a morphological approach and 2D deep learning approach, to segment a needle above the cornea of pig eyes. Gesser *et. al* developed a 3D convolutional neural network to determine the 6D pose of custom designed marker, which could be attached to a tool \[[@r58]\]. A hardware based approach, specifically designed for DALK, involved placing the OCT fiber in the needle to provide the surgeon with an M-mode scan, which conveyed depth information about their needle as an insertion was performed \[[@r59]\].

The needle tracking approach described here is capable of estimating the needle tip in three dimensions by fitting a 3D model to automatically detected needle voxels, which provides five degree of freedom tracking. Since our intended use case, big bubble DALK, requires the needle to puncture the cornea, our tracking approach must work even when the needle is physically altering the tissue and interfering with the OCT imaging light.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. System description {#sec2-1}
-----------------------

The optical setup of our MIOCT system was described in detail in a previous publication \[[@r12]\]. Briefly, we used a 100 kHz swept frequency laser centered at 1060 nm. The optical signal detection chain included a balanced photoreceiver (Thorlabs; Newton, NJ) and a 1.8 GS/s digitizer (Alazar; Quebec, Canada). The system had a peak sensitivity of 102 dB and a −6 dB falloff distance of 4.9 mm. We used a raster scan acquisition pattern with volume dimensions of 5.47 mm × 12.0 mm × 8.0 mm, consisting of 2205 spectral samples/A-scan, 688 A-scans/B-scan (500 usable A-scans/B-scan), and 96 B-scans/volume. All computation was performed on a 64-bit Windows 10 machine with an Intel i7-6850K processor and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X graphics card. The segmentation and tracking algorithms ran on the CPU whereas OCT processing and display code ran on the GPU.

2.2. Requirements and assumptions {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------

We designed the segmentation and tracking algorithms to minimize perceived image latency for the system operator, given the acquisition rate constraints of our system. In our setup, OCT volumes (each comprising 96 B-scans) were processed on the GPU in parallel and the partial volume display was updated in groups of 32 sequential B-scans, while the next group was being acquired. B-scan groups of 32 (acquired every 688 × 32 ÷ 10^5^ = 220 ms) were chosen to exploit the parallel processing capabilities of the GPU, while limiting the partial volume rendering latency (i.e., the maximum time between data acquisition and display) to less than 1/3 second (220 ms acquisition time plus approximately 50 ms processing/display time). This real-time constraint required processing 32 B-scans of raw interferograms into images, segmenting the images, and tracking the needle (once per volume) before the next group of 32 B-scans were acquired. This left 170 ms to segment B-scans and track the needle. Because of this aggressive time constraint, we segmented B-scans in parallel but were able to segment only every other B-scan in the volume (16 of the 32 B-scans in each group). Additionally, we assumed that the entire cornea would be visible and laterally centered (roughly) in the volume and that the needle would be hyper-reflective.

2.3. Algorithmic description {#sec2-3}
----------------------------

A flow chart of the entire segmentation and needle tracking process is shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Flow chart of segmentation and tracking to find needle penetration depth. The acquisition software acquired volumes of 96 B-scans in three groups of 32 B-scans. B-scan segmentation of each group occurred during the acquisition of the next group.. The following subsections describe the methods used for segmentation and tracking in the order in which they were performed.

### 2.3.1. Real-time segmentation {#sec2-3-1}

We performed segmentation in parallel by processing B-scans independently on separate CPU hardware threads using the OpenMP parallel computing library \[[@r60]\]. This section describes the method used to segment each individual B-scan.

We began the segmentation process by low-pass filtering the B-scan to reduce noise and prevent aliasing. Our filter was a 3×11 Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 1.0 in both *x* and *y*. We then downsampled the image by a factor of two in the lateral dimension and a factor of five in the axial dimension. We determined the minimum amount of downsampling required to segment 16 B-scans in under 170 ms, while still leaving time to perform needle tracking. We downsampled the axial dimension more than the lateral dimension because our system's axial resolution was greater than its lateral resolution. After blurring and downsampling, we subtracted the average A-scan from each A-scan in the image to remove horizontal line artifacts \[[@r43]\].

Next, we obtained four gradient images, two horizontal images and two vertical images, by convolving the image with \[−1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1\], \[−1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1\] ^⊤^, \[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1\], and \[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1\]^⊤^ filters and setting negative values to zero. We then normalized the gradient images between zero and one. These gradient images were used to detect black to white vertical (top down) transitions, white to black vertical transitions, black to white horizontal (left to right) transitions, and white to black horizontal transitions.

We constructed a graph from the gradient images by following the procedures outlined in previous publications \[[@r42]--[@r44], [@r52]\]. Pixels in the image represented nodes, or vertices, in the graph and weighted edges connected neighboring pixels. In our graph, each pixel was connected to the pixels above, above and right, right, below and right, and below it. A starting node was connected to all nodes in the image's leftmost column, and an ending node was connected to all the nodes in the image's rightmost column. Weights between starting/ending nodes and other nodes were set to the minimum possible weight. [Equation (1)](#e01){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@r42]\] was used to compute weights between neighboring nodes, where *w~ij~* was the edge weight connecting nodes *i* and *j*, *G~i~* was the gradient value at node *i*, *G~j~* was the gradient value at node *j*, and *d~ij~* was the physical distance between node *i* and *j*. $$w_{ij} = d_{ij}{\ \left( {2 - (G_{i} + G_{j}) + 10^{- 5}} \right)}$$

When searching for the epithelial surface, we used the black to white horizontal gradient image when node *i* was below node *j*, the black to white vertical gradient image when nodes *i* and *j* were horizontal, and the white to black horizontal gradient image when node *i* was above node *j*. Searching for the endothelial surface required that we change the gradients used to create the graph. As such, we used the white to black horizontal gradient image when node *i* was below node *j*, the white to black vertical gradient image when nodes *i* and *j* were horizontal, and the black to white horizontal gradient image when node *i* was above node *j*.

To constrain the search space, we found a rough estimate of the epithelial surface by using the black to white vertical gradient image and fitting a second order polynomial to the maximum gradient in each column using iteratively re-weighted least squares \[[@r61], [@r62]\]. Shrinking and expanding this estimate in the direction normal to the estimate by 0.4 and 0.8 times the mean center corneal thickness of 537 µm \[[@r63]\] provided us with a minimum and maximum height search area constraint for the epithelial surface (magenta lines in [Fig. 2(B)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Illustration of corneal segmentation. (A) Original image obtained from human cadaver corneal sample. (B) Epithelial segmentation (orange) with epithelial constraints (magenta). (C) Epithelial and endothelial segmentation (orange) with endothelial constraints (magenta).). We removed nodes in the graph above/below the maximum/minimum height restrictions and used the minimum height estimate to constrain the starting and ending point of our graph search. The minimum and maximum height constraints ensured we segmented only the epithelial surface, while also decreasing the search duration. Because the constraints were only estimates, we removed edges between the starting/ending node and leftmost/rightmost column outside a 100 µm window around the intersection of the minimum height estimate with the leftmost and rightmost columns. We found the epithelial surface by searching for the shortest path from the starting node to the ending node using Dijkstra's algorithm \[[@r64]\].

After segmenting the epithelial surface, we fit a smoothing spline \[[@r65]\] to the result. We shrank the epithelial surface spline to be 0.8 and 2.3 times the mean center corneal thickness \[[@r63]\] and removed vertices above/below these lines to establish a search area constraint for the endothelial surface. The search was allowed to start/finish within 100 µm of the intersection of the minimum height constraint with the leftmost/rightmost columns or the bottom row. We found the endothelial surface by searching for the shortest path from the starting node to the ending node using Dijkstra's algorithm ([Fig. 2(C)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.3.2. Needle tracking {#sec2-3-2}

Once the entire volume was acquired and segmented, we searched for the needle. Because we assumed the needle to be hyper-reflective, we reduced our search space to only include bright voxels within the volume. Thus, we created a maximum intensity projection (MIP) of a DC subtracted volume, in which each B-scan had its average A-scan subtracted. This DC subtraction helped to suppress bright horizontal line artifacts introduced by the needle.

We applied a threshold of 210 (the pixel values ranged from 0 to 255) to the MIP and recorded the depth of points in the MIP above the threshold. Then, we performed connected component (CC) labeling \[[@r66]\] on the thresholded depth map. We considered pixels connected if they were within 100 µm of each other laterally and within 50 µm in depth. Choosing this distance-based connectivity definition helped separate the needle from other bright points in the image, such as the corneal apex, and accommodated small gaps in the needle image.

We then filtered the CCs using their physical dimensions. The needle is much longer than it is wide and for this reason we considered only CCs with an appropriate second principal component. Using the equation for the variance of a uniform distribution, ${(12\sigma_{CC}^{2})}^{1/2}$, where $\sigma_{CC}^{2}$ was the variance of the current CC, we checked to see if the width of the CC was within an acceptable range of the known needle width (410 µm for the 27-gauge needle we used). For our system and scan dimensions we assumed that any CC between 0.65 and 1.25 times the known needle width could be the needle. It was necessary to allow for a range of widths for two reasons: (1) the MIP was acquired from a rolling shutter and needle movement could increase or decrease the width of the needle; and (2) thresholding could eliminate actual needle pixels and thereby reduce the width.

If any of the CC matched the needle width criterion, we extrapolated the first principal component to the MIP borders to determine an estimate for the lateral position of the needle at the edge of the image (base) and needle tip. The base was estimated as the point in the CC closest to a border and the tip was estimated as the point in the CC furthest from the base estimate. CCs with a base more than 300 µm away from a border were discarded, as it was highly unlikely that needle's base was not near the edge of the volume. [Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Representation of the process used to determine an estimate of the needle base and tip. (A) DC-subtracted maximum intensity projection (MIP). (B) Thresholded depth map. (C) Six largest connected components from the depth map. Only the green connected component fit the width criterion. (D) Needle base estimate (green circle) and needle tip estimate (red circle) based on the intersection of the line formed by the first principal component with the borders of the image (blue line). Pixels identified as the needle are orange. Best viewed in color. shows an example of the process used to determine the lateral position of the base and tip of a needle in a volume. After determining the lateral position of the base and tip of the needle, we obtained depth estimates for the needle base and tip to seed a 3D model fit. To accomplish this, we looked at each pixel in the MIP identified as the needle, found the closest point on the line connecting base to tip, and recorded the depth and percent distance from base. We fit a robust first order polynomial mapping percent distance from base to depth. The depths at the base and tip were calculated by evaluating this polynomial at 0% and 100%.

We fit a 3D model to the tool instead of using our tip estimate because the 3D model utilized all needle information available in the volume and therefore was more robust to noise. The additional step of fitting a 3D model did not require significant processing time (Section 3.2). We used needle voxels identified in the volume to fit a 3D model. The needle pixels found from the MIP provided us with the lateral location of potential needle voxels. At each needle pixel location, we searched the A-scan for voxels brighter than 180 (voxel values ranged from 0 to 255). However, this allowed any bright voxel in the A-scan to be added to the set of needle voxels, which interfered with our model fitting. To prevent erroneous voxels from being added, we used the polynomial which mapped percent distance from base to depth computed in our previous step. We required the distance in depth between any potential needle voxel and calculated depth at that needle pixel location to be less than the known needle radius.

Once we identified all the needle voxels, we used the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm \[[@r67]\] to fit a 3D model of the needle. Our three-dimensional model was a hollow semicylinder with outer diameter equal to that of the needle, inner diameter equal to 3/4 the needle diameter, and length equal to the needle length. ICP determined the rotation and translation from needle model to needle voxels that minimized the sum of distances between all needle voxels and their corresponding closest point on the model. The closest point on the model to a needle voxel was computed using the procedure outlined by Barbier and Galin \[[@r68]\]. We used the needle base and tip location estimates computed from the depth map to seed ICP with an initial transform. The output of ICP was a transform that provided the needle's yaw, pitch, and tip position. We did not find a meaningful roll angle for the needle due to its rotational symmetry. Although yaw and pitch were not used in our *ex vivo* study, yaw could be used to align the scan's fast axis with the needle to provide a higher resolution cross section to the surgeon.

### 2.3.3. Needle shadow segmentation correction {#sec2-3-3}

Correctly segmenting the two corneal surfaces required additional techniques for those B-scans also containing the needle. Our segmentation method used image gradients to delineate surfaces, but the presence of a hyper-reflective needle created stronger gradients than did the corneal surfaces. This caused the segmentation to include the needle when tracing out the corneal surfaces ([Fig. 4(A)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Example needle shadow segmentation correction. (A) B-scan with uncorrected segmentation. Shadows from the needle interfere with the endothelial surface segmentation. Inflating the needle allows for the area by the white arrow to be corrected. (B) Corrected segmentation taken from height map in (F). (C) Height map of the endothelial surface of the original segmentation. Black arrow denotes corrupted segmentation caused by the needle. (D) Height map of the endothelial surface of the original segmentation with the inflated needle pixels marked in green and the location of B-scan (A) and (B) denoted by the blue line. (E) Height map of the endothelial surface of the original segmentation with pixels that changed after the trial inpainting marked in green. (F) Corrected height map after inpainting green pixels in (E). Black arrow denotes original location of corrupted segmentation.). Furthermore, the needle cast a shadow, obscuring anything below it. To address these problems, we corrected the segmentation of B-scans where the needle was present after locating the needle. For each segmented surface, we created a two-dimensional height map of the segmentation. Then, using the output of our needle tracking in the *en face* image, we marked pixels to correct by inflating the needle 1.0 mm along its principal axis and by 0.75 mm in the orthogonal direction. This inflation was necessary because our graph-based segmentation failed at points around the needle (white arrow [Fig. 4(A)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we performed a trial inpainting \[[@r69], [@r70]\] of marked pixels in the height map (green pixels [Fig. 4(D)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}). Inpainting uses information from surrounding pixels to compute the value of pixels marked to be inpainted. If marked pixels in the trial inpainting did not change significantly, we concluded they contained valuable information that could be used to more accurately update the value of pixels which did change significantly. Therefore, only marked pixels that changed in height by more than 150 µm and 50 µm in the epithelial and endothelial surfaces, respectively, were inpainted in the final inpainting (green pixels [Fig. 4(E)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}). From the final inpainted height map ([Fig. 4(F)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}), we reconstructed the segmentation for each B-scan. This reconstruction preserved the connectivity and smoothness constraints imposed by the graph search for single B-scans, and inpainting enforced smoothness and connectivity constraints across B-scans. We found inpainting performed best when the needle was aligned with the scan's fast axis. Because our tracking method determined needle yaw, our system was capable of adjusting the scan's rotation to align the scan's fast axis with the needle.

### 2.3.4. Percent depth calculation {#sec2-3-4}

After correcting the segmentation, we computed the needle penetration depth in the cornea. We used the method from Pasricha et al. \[[@r38]\] because they showed this particular depth measurement was strongly indicative of bubble formation and computing it did not take a significant amount of time (Section 3.2). We created a segmented OCT cross section along the axis of the needle by linearly interpolating the segmented epithelial and endothelial surfaces. The segmented endothelial surface and tracked tool tip were refraction corrected using 2-D refraction correction \[[@r71]\] assuming a corneal refractive index of 1.376 \[[@r72]\]. Using this cross section along the needle axis, we determined the point on the epithelial surface with a normal vector whose line passed closest to the computed needle tip. Then, we located the point on the endothelial surface that was closest to the line formed by the epithelial surface point and the needle tip. The penetration depth was the distance between the epithelial surface point and the needle tip as a percentage of the total distance between epithelial and endothelial surface points. A sample refraction corrected cross section along the needle axis illustrating the penetration depth calculation is shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Refraction corrected cross section along the axis of the needle. Green dots denote the epithelial surface point, needle tip, and endothelial surface point used to compute the depth along the magenta line..

2.4. Experiments {#sec2-4}
----------------

We quantitatively validated our image segmentation, needle tracking, and overall system efficacy for DALK needle insertions in three separate experiments. Corneal surgery fellows performed the needle insertion step of DALK in human donor corneas, and we measured the efficacy of the system by recording their perforation rate, perforation-free final depth, and the variance of their perforation-free final depth with and without segmentation/tracking. The validation experiments for our segmentation and system efficacy used nine human cadaver corneas, provided by Miracles in Sight (Winston-Salem, NC). Donor corneas were mounted on a Barron artificial anterior chamber (Katena, Denville, NJ) and a syringe was used to pressurize the corneas with saline. The corneas were imaged under an MIOCT system, which included a stereoscopic microscope ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Experimental setup for validation experiments. In the experiment where corneal fellows inserted needles into the cornea, a tracked cross section was displayed on the monitor next to the microscope.). We used a 27-gauge needle in all experiments. Needle tracking validation was performed without the operating microscope. This study was approved by the Duke University Health System Institutional Review Board was in accordance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations and the standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

### 2.4.1. Real-time segmentation {#sec2-4-1}

To test our segmentation algorithm, we imaged seven of the nine donor corneas and segmented the center 25 B-scans of the volume (175 B-scans total). We compared the results of our automatic segmentation to a single manual grader's segmentation. Because our automatic segmentation downsampled the images, we upsampled and linearly interpolated our automatic segmentation before comparing it to the manual segmentation. We also corrected for manual grader bias \[[@r42]\] by randomly selecting one manually segmented B-scan from each of the seven corneas and adding the average bias to our automatic segmentation.

To test our segmentation correction via inpainting, we imaged the same seven corneas while a corneal surgery fellow positioned a 27-gauge needle in the volume above the cornea. We then compared the result of the corrected automatic segmentation to the manual segmentation with no needle in the cornea. To account for bulk cornea motion between the volume acquisitions with and without the needle, we registered B-scans \[[@r73]\] before comparing the segmentation.

We computed the vertical difference between manually and automatically segmented layers at each A-scan. Our error measurement was the mean absolute vertical difference between methods. We obtained the average error using the center 80% of A-scans in each B-scan to remove the influence of large errors in the clinically less relevant periphery.

### 2.4.2. Needle tracking {#sec2-4-2}

To evaluate needle tracking performance, we mounted a 27-gauge needle on a calibrated 3-axis micrometer stage and roughly aligned the axes of translation to those of the OCT volume using three rotation stages. By aligning the translation and volume axes, we were able to approximate the error along the insertion direction, the direction orthogonal to insertion, and in depth. The needle was inserted along the fast axis of our scan. We translated the needle by hand in a 64-point grid pattern inside the volume and recorded the output of our tracking. The pattern consisted of four points spaced over 7.5 mm along the direction of insertion, four points spaced over 6.0 mm along the direction perpendicular to insertion, and four points spaced over 3.0 mm in depth. To compute the tracking error, we took the pattern as ground truth and computed the difference in incremental displacement between successive pattern points and our tracked positions.

To test the accuracy of our yaw/pitch rotation estimates, we mounted the needle on a calibrated rotation stage and rotated the needle in increments of 5° over 360° (yaw) and 1° over ±10° (pitch). We used the rotation stage as ground truth and error was measured as the difference in angle between our tracking and the rotation stage.

### 2.4.3. Entire system {#sec2-4-3}

We evaluated the efficacy of our segmentation and tracking by having surgeons perform the needle insertion step of DALK in *ex vivo* human donor corneas. We compared the performance of corneal surgical fellows using a stereoscopic operating microscope alone (i.e., the clinical standard of care) to their performance when they used the microscope and the output of our tracking/segmentation. The surgeons were provided a tracked cross section along the axis of their needle (as in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"}) labeled with the needle's calculated percent depth in the cornea on a monitor next to the microscope ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}). A total of three corneal surgical fellows performed needle insertions. Each surgeon completed a total of 24 consecutive trials on three different corneas, eight per cornea. Prior to performing trials, we showed each surgeon example OCT cross sections of various needle penetration depths ([Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Series of images depicting different needle penetration depths, as shown to all surgeons prior to performing the experiment. Needle percent depths are displayed at the bottom of each image.). In 12 insertions, the surgeon viewed the procedure through the surgical microscope only, and in the other 12 insertions the surgeon viewed the procedure both through the microscope and on a monitor near the microscope, which displayed the output of our segmentation/tracking algorithm. Surgeons roughly aligned their needle with the scan's fast axis to ensure a high resolution cross section (\~500 pixels wide vs \~96). We used the first four insertions, two microscope-only, and two microscope with segmentation/tracking to familiarize the surgeons with our setup. These were not included in the statistical analysis of surgeon performance. In each trial, surgeons attempted to insert a needle into the donor cornea to 80%--90% depth and indicated when they would have injected the air bubble to end the trial. The order of all trials was randomized.

We recorded volume and segmentation/tracking time series for each insertion. From the volume time series, we manually determined the final needle depth at the end of each insertion and whether the surgeon punctured through the endothelial layer at any point. We compared the number of punctures, the final percent depth of non-puncture insertions, and the variance of the final percent depth of non-puncture insertions between the two types of visualizations (microscope only and microscope with segmentation/tracking). We modeled the likelihood of a puncture for the two visualization methods using a generalized linear mixed model to account for effects from surgeons and corneas. We used Levene's test to check if there was a significant difference in the variance of the final percent depth between the two visualizations. Because there was a significant difference in the variance between the two visualization methods, we modeled the estimated final percent depth surgeons would achieve with a Gaussian location-scale linear mixed model \[[@r74]\] using data from the non-puncture trials. We also calculated the absolute error between our estimate of the final needle depth and the manually determined final needle depth.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Real-time segmentation {#sec3-1}
---------------------------

The mean absolute ± standard deviation error between automatic and manual segmentation for the epithelial surface with no needle was 17 µm ± 13 µm and the error for the endothelial surface was 25 µm ± 23 µm. The error between the corrected automatic segmentation with a needle and the manual segmentation for the epithelial surface was 24 µm ± 26 µm and the error for the endothelial surface was 30 µm ± 32 µm. A qualitative comparison of manual versus automatic segmentation with and without a needle present is shown in [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Comparison of manual and automatic segmentation for a B-scan with and without a needle. (A) Original B-scan, with no needle. (B) Segmented B-scan. Green denotes the manual segmentation and purple denotes the automatic segmentation. Where the green is not visible, the two methods segmented the same point. (C) Original B-scan with a needle. (D) Uncorrected automatic segmentation. (E) Corrected automatic segmentation (purple) and manual segmentation (green). Best viewed in color.. Segmentation error statistics are shown in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}Table 1Mean Absolute A-scan Segmentation ErrorNo NeedleNeedleMean (mm)SD (mm)Mean (mm)SD (mm)Epithelial Surface0.0170.0130.0240.026Endothelial Surface0.0250.0230.0300.032. The mean time required to segment 16 B-scans during all trials was 79.6 ms ± 6.5 ms.

3.2. Needle tracking {#sec3-2}
--------------------

The approximate RMS tracking errors between our algorithm and the calibrated micrometer stage along the insertion direction, orthogonal to the insertion direction, and in depth were 15 µm, 16 µm, and 7 µm, respectively. The overall RMS position tracking error in 3D was 12 µm. The RMS errors for yaw and pitch were 0.300° and 0.099°, respectively. Needle tracking RMS errors are shown in [Table 2](#t002){ref-type="table"}Table 2Needle Tracking Position and Rotation ErrorPosition (mm)Rotation (°)InsertionOrth. to InsertionDepthTotalYawPitchRMS Error0.0150.0160.0070.0120.3000.099. The mean time required for the software to find the needle and correct the segmentation was 16.8 ms ± 6.4 ms. The mean total time needed to segment the last group of B-scans in the volume, track the needle, and correct the segmentation was 96.8 ms ± 8.9 ms, which was below the 170 ms real-time deadline.

3.3. Entire system {#sec3-3}
------------------

Surgeons punctured through the endothelium in 2 of 30 trials using segmentation/tracking and in 15 of 30 trials using only the microscope. This reduction in puncture rate with segmentation/tracking was statistically significant (*p* \< 0.001). A scatter plot of the final percent depth for trials where the surgeon did not puncture the endothelium is shown in [Fig. 9(A)](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9(A) Plot of the final needle depth expressed as a percent of corneal thickness for all trials in which the surgeon did not puncture the endothelium. A blue X indicates the mean of the group and error bars denote one standard deviation. (B) Plot illustrating performance of the automatic needle percent depth calculation compared to the manual calculation., and a plot of the performance of our automatic needle depth calculation compared against manual segmentation is shown in [Fig. 9(B)](#g009){ref-type="fig"}. The standard deviation of the percent depth for segmentation/tracking trials was 6.68% (*N* = 28), and the standard deviation of the percent depth for microscope only trials was 17.16% (*N* = 15). The reduced variance in insertions with segmentation/tracking was statistically significant (*p* = 0.009). Our model estimated that surgeons able to view the output of our segmentation/tracking would achieve a mean percent depth of 79.3% and would achieve a mean percent depth of 62.2% given only the microscope. This increase in estimated final needle depth with segmentation/tracking was statistically significant (*p* \< 0.001). The mean absolute error between our automatic needle percent depth calculation and the manual calculation was 6.83%(49 µm) ± 4.45%(34 µm), over 70 trials. The needle was not identified by our method in the final volume twice.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This work demonstrated how automatic real-time quantitative metrics obtained from OCT can drastically improve surgeon performance in an *ex vivo* setting when compared to using only the stereo microscope, the current clinical standard. We were able to segment images despite tissue deformation, shadowing, and artifacts introduced by the needle. Our computational based approach (as opposed to a hardware-based approach \[[@r56]\]) to needle tracking allowed us to track the needle without having to perform calibration between the OCT and needle coordinate frames. Although calibration is not computationally expensive, it must be performed any time either imaging system (OCT or tracking cameras) is moved. Our approach to tracking and segmentation also required no modifications to the needle, in contrast to prior work \[[@r10], [@r56], [@r58], [@r59]\]. We were able to visualize the needle and important boundaries by correcting the segmentation. However, the principal disadvantage of our approach was the tracking update rate which was limited by our 100 kHz A-scan rate. The delay surgeons experienced between performing an action and seeing it displayed depended on the location of their needle in the volume. If their needle was in the first B-scans of the volume, the worst case scenario, the approximate delay was 688 × 96 ÷ 10^5^ + 96.8 ms = 758 ms. If their needle was in the last B-scans of the volume, the best case scenario, the approximate delay was 96.8 ms. For most insertions, the surgeon's needle was near the middle of the volume and the approximate delay was 688 × 48 ÷ 10^5^ + 96.8 ms = 427 ms. This latency could explain why surgeons still punctured the endothelium twice even with OCT guidance. We and others have demonstrated faster OCT systems \[[@r19],[@r23],[@r75]--[@r77]\], which would reduce this latency.

The need for segmentation and tracking to run in real-time was a major constraint when designing these methods. Any additional delay in providing feedback to surgeons decreased the usefulness of the feedback because of the dynamic nature of procedures. To meet this demand we segmented B-scans in parallel, greatly reduced the search space when segmenting the epithelial and endothelial surfaces ([Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"}), and downsampled the data in all three dimensions prior to segmentation. By downsampling the data, we took advantage of the fact that corneal boundaries are naturally smooth (having been fit by low order polynomials in prior work \[[@r43]\]), while still showing fully sampled and rendered images to the surgeon for real time guidance. It is possible to design significantly more accurate segmentation methods \[[@r78]\].

The artifacts, shadowing, and disruption of the segmentation introduced by the needle necessitated use of empirically chosen parameters. We note that although we relied on these parameters, they were validated on a data set completely independent from the one with which they were selected. Additionally, because the segmentation and tracking methods operate in real-time, these parameters could be easily adjusted during live imaging to achieve the desired result.

While our results from the *ex vivo* needle insertions were encouraging, we recognize there were some limitations in our experimental design. We did not directly compare the performance of surgeons against a stereoscopic operating microscope with manually tracked OCT. This additional experiment might have provided insight into the reason for surgeons' improved performance. However, we chose not to perform this experiment for two reasons. First, while intrasurgical OCT systems have recently become commercially available \[[@r14]--[@r16]\] and are promising for this application, these systems are not yet in widespread use. As such, the majority of surgeons in practice still perform the DALK procedure without OCT guidance. We believe that a comparison of our method against the current clinical standard is most appropriate. Second, surgeon performance with manual needle tracking critically depends on the ability of the operator to accurately position the displayed B-scan at the needle tip. We would have had difficulty distinguishing whether performance differences between automatic and manual tracking were due to operator performance or manual B-scan tracking error.

Additionally, to decrease the number of donor corneas required to perform the experiment, we did not have the surgeon inject an air bubble. Although needle penetration depth is strongly correlated with success of big bubble formation \[[@r38]\], injecting air would have provided a more definitive result. Finally, the simulated procedure did not capture all the complexity of live human surgery where patient motion, additional tools, and diseased corneas present additional barriers to successful segmentation and tracking.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

In this work, we developed methods for real-time segmentation and needle tracking of volumetric corneal OCT data for use in an intrasurgical setting. Tracking and segmentation were used to provide surgeons with live feedback of their needle penetration depth in *ex vivo* DALK needle insertions. With this feedback, surgeons perforated less frequently, achieved higher penetration depths, and demonstrated improved consistency than when using only the surgical microscope. Automatically providing ophthalmic surgeons with the anatomically-relevant location of their tool during surgery has the potential to increase the success rate of technically difficult procedures such as DALK.
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